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Engine coolant should be replaced every 24 months (standard) or 60 months
(extended-life), although many authorities recommend changing every 24 months
regardless. Some enthusiasts change all fluids after any track event; powerflushing is advocated by some, but, to be thorough, the thermostat should be
removed. Coolant replacement is a relatively simple procedure; the lifts pictured
make the task less arduous but are not required. I took the opportunity to replace
the original front main coolant hoses. Consider also prophylactic replacement of
the original 0.9 bar radiator cap with the updated 1.1 bar version, as the original
caps fail with relative frequency.
(example shown is late-1988 car but 328 series is identical. The “extra” wiring
pigtail visible in several pictures is the battery-tender lead.)
Time required: Coolant replacement only 1-2 hours; with hose replacement as
shown 4-6 hours.
Tools Required:
 6mm,7mm,10mm,12mm 1/4in drive socket and ratchets. 19mm 3/8 drive
socket and ratchet
 Torque wrench (my 3/8 ranges from 10-80ft-lbs)
 Small screwdriver (Phillips or flat)
 Straight-edge razor blade (to cut old hoses off)
 Hacksaw (to cut NAPA hose)
 Paper towels (in quantity)
 Silicone spray/dish detergent
 Reservoir to catch/store coolant (minimum 6 gallon capacity)
Parts Required:
 Coolant – 3 gallons. Without getting into a discussion of merit of differing
brands, Mercedes or BMW-brand is highly-recommended. When I spoke
with my Ferrari dealer, they indicated any quality brand was acceptable. I
have no experience with either Propylene glycol (environmentally-safe) or
Evans NPG. Approximate costs per gallon:
o BMW $18 (dealer)
o Prestone/Havoline/Texaco extended-life $9 (WalMart)
o “Pre-mixed” (50% dilution) coolants are about $7-8/gallon;
convenient but more expensive than mixing components.
 Distilled water – 3 gallons ($0.62/gallon at Walmart)

 Replacement coolant hose (for front hoses) – Ferrari sells in segments (for
$42/piece last I checked) but many favor Gates green-stripe/NAPA goldstripe 1.5in diameter designed for industrial application. Two feet ($11/ft)
are required, and you’ll have some extra.
 Block drain plug copper washer (Ferrari #10280060; measurements are
OD 0.79in ID 0.57in thickness 0.055in).
 Thermostat drain plug copper washer (Ferrari #10260060)
 Radiator cap is Ferrari #101499; original cap is rated at 0.9 bar while
replacement is 1.1 bar
References:
 Ricambi America – www.ricambiamerica.com (Daniel Pass) is an excellent
resource for Ferrari parts.
Remember: be intelligent, wear safety goggle and gloves. Antifreeze will devour
paint and is poisonous to cats, dogs, and other furry guys.
Procedure:
Drain
Release the rear decklid and loosen the radiator cap (to vent system). Turn
ignition to “run” position and fully open both heater valves (all LEDs lit on console
controls).
At this point I put the car on a lift for access, but you could put on stands also
(both front and rear, for access to rear block drain plug). Loosen the 10mm
screws and remove the front underside access panel:

Upper and lower coolant pipes are immediately visible, with the heater originating
from the lower. The larger NORMA clamps use a 7mm socket, the smaller a
6mm. Position a large drain pan (able to hold minimum 6 gallons) under the
heater hose junction, loosen and slide the heater hose clamp back:

Pull the heater hose free. Coolant will geyser out from both the heater hose and
the coolant pipe simultaneously, so be very prepared. Even with an 18in
diameter oil drain stand I still ended up with coolant all over myself and the floor.
C’est la vie. A very humorous description (that I did read beforehand) on
FerrariChat attests this was not a unique experience.

After the geyser subsides, if you do not intend to change the coolant hoses
simply reattach the heater hose and check the remaining hose clamps are tight.
Otherwise loosen the large hose clamps (7mm). Loosen the tubing strap by
inserting a small screwdriver into the head of the cotter pin and turning counterclockwise. Since you’re replacing the hoses anyway, don’t risk damaging the
aluminum tubing and simply cut the rubber hoses longitudinally if they’re
adherent. Only one of mine was too tight to remove easily:

Loosen the hose clamps at the lower right radiator and remove the hose
segment. Don’t manipulate the lower radiator hose fitting to avoid potentially
cracking the radiator-fitting junction. Remove the lower cooling pipe from below:

Raise the front hood and, again, loosen the hose clamps and remove the upper
radiator hose segment. Remove the upper cooling pipe from below also. Note the
factory undercoating/black-out on both pipes:

Cut the new coolant hose segments; my original (9000mi example) segments
measured as follows:





Upper (inflow) pipe-to-radiator – 4 inches
Upper (inflow) pipe-to-center tube – 2 ¾ inches
Lower (outflow) pipe-to-radiator – 2 7/8 inches
Lower (outflow) pipe-to-center tube – 2 7/8 inches

The measurements are exact to original; longer hose segment will make
installation more difficult. The gold-stripe (or green-stripe) hose will require a
hacksaw or bandsaw to cut:

Inspecting the removed coolant pipes, note the “double-ridge” design – hose
must be over initial (first) ridge and preferably touching/over second, with hose
clamp positioned between.

I started with the upper (inflow) hose. Put both hose segments over the cooling
pipe; I used silicone spray to lubricate but others report success with
dishwashing detergent. Fit will be tight. Next, put all four hose clamps over the
hose (sliding loose on tube) but then tighten the outermost of each to hold the
hose segment in place on the cooling pipe. This is critical to prevent the hose
from “walking backwards” when installing.

Route the tube up through the front compartment. I elected to install the lower
end first, then the radiator end. The lower end isn’t too difficult; again, ensure you
push the hose up to the second ridge on the hose. Repeat with the radiator end,
although this will be difficult as the hose is not very pliable. The radiator hose
fittings have only a single groove to fit the hose over. If you can get the hose
started, you can “push” the entire assembly “forward” from underneath to seat
the hose (but make sure not to pull off the center cooling pipe, a good method to
prevent this is to tighten the outermost clamp after working the hose over the “lip”
and then start on opposite end. This prevents getting hose appropriately placed
on one end only to have the other pull off). If you’re like me, expect to spend
about 20-30 minutes getting this hose on. You may need to loosen the band
between the pipes a bit more to aid in sliding the new hoses into position.
Installation of the lower is similar to the upper, again requires a bit of creative
contortion. I put the radiator end on first, then worked the hose onto the lower
cooling pipe. I tried to line up the marked section of each hose in the least visible
location, so not to be obviously non-OEM. Here’s the picture with all installed,
note orientation of hose clamps:

Tighten the hose clamps. Put a small screwdriver into the cotter pin and tighten
the band clamp:

Install the heater hose onto the output nipple; trim the end to make a new sealing
surface if appears to be leaking.
[Note: now would be an excellent opportunity to replace the rear main coolant
hoses, but I had already done this while replacing the fuel crossover hoses.
Unfortunately, I do not have a pictorial but recall that hose clamp orientation was
important. Access is challenging for these as well.]
Initially I filled & purged the cooling system (with engine warm) then retightened
all the hose clamps, but I’m not sure a “re-torque” is absolutely necessary.
Replace the underbody access panel, making sure to route the A/C drain hose
through the small hole. I sprayed a bit of Duplicoat undercoating to replicate the
factory finish:

Now to drain the engine block: Remove the thermostat bleed screw with 12mm
socket (don’t drop the copper washer):

The block drain plug is located under the exhaust manifold of cylinder #8 and can
be hard to spot (picture perspective is looking directly upwards at passenger halfshaft). I put a long section of tubing onto a funnel, loosened this plug with 19mm
socket (don’t drop this copper washer either) and maneuvered the funnel to spill
the least amount of coolant possible…with limited success:

Drain plug

A fellow FC member very cleverly cut a section of gutter to fit and drain out after
removing the wheel and wheelwell liner. After coolant has stopped draining,
replace the plug. I was able to maneuver a torque wrench in and tighten to an
arbitrary 20ft-lbs.

Refill
[Note: an option for more thorough flush is to refill exclusively with distilled water,
drive car, then re-drain and fill with coolant/water mix]
Protect the car with towels, as antifreeze will mar paint. Fill the system through
the coolant tank in the engine compartment. I loosed the radiator bleed screw,
and the thermostat bleed bolt should remain out. Heater cores should be open.
Pour in one gallon of coolant, then one gallon of distilled water (the system will
initially easily accept this amount):

Mark the empty water jug approximately halfway to the top, then add coolant to
this point and complete fill with distilled water to make 50% mix. Continue to fill
until the coolant tank is full. Put the thermostat bleeder screw back in, but do not
tighten.

Start the car, and continue to add. Keep an eye on the thermostat bleeder screw
and tighten once coolant begins to seep out. Similarly, tighten the radiator front
bleed screw once coolant weeps out. Fill the coolant tank to within 1-2” of top
and replace radiator cap. My car required 5.5 gallons. Run the engine until warm
then shut off. Consider putting a container or paper towels under the overflow
hose (right rear) to catch coolant, and keep any furry guys out of the garage. I left
the car overnight, and then rechecked the level following morning. Factory
specifications call for coolant level to be 6cm below top of filler neck. I made the
following tool, but a long screwdriver would work just as well:

I bled only a small amount of air from the radiator bleed screw. Recheck level in
reservoir tank (cold) after a few drives. My local hazardous waste dump disposed
of the old coolant for $0.15/lb (about $11).

Repeat this process again in a few years, trying to forget the geyser part…

